THE DATA DECISIONS CLOUD

Data Decisions AML ConnectTM
Leverage the Power of Compliance-as-a-Service

Transform compliance
management with
flexible cloud-based
services:

AML Connect an innovative, anti-money laundering
compliance service combining software, data and
services into one comprehensive solution with a lower
total cost of ownership

Improve KYC decisions
with enhanced data and
superior analytics.

Regulatory requirements are changing at an increasing pace, and the patterns of
money laundering and terrorist financing are continually shifting. To cope, financial
institutions are expanding their compliance resources while fueling an everincreasing cost spiral as skilled workforce is getting scarce, technology quickly
out-of-date, and necessary data for proper risk evaluation hardly manageable.
Resource-stretched banks are having a tough time dealing with huge volumes of
alerts and false-positives while having to safeguard regulatory compliance and
keep costs under control.

Manage false positives
by outsourcing labor-intensive
reviews and dispositioning.
Scalable and expandable
to meet your needs.
Boost onboarding
with real-time KYC checks.
Screen transactions in real-time
for potentially suspicious activity.
Gain greater customer insight
with Equifax enhanced due
diligence data.

With AML Connect, a joint solution offering by Equifax and FICO, there is a
new way to manage your compliance obligations that combines cutting-edge
technology with industry-leading data in a managed service model for better
outcomes in compliance.
Equifax and FICO are leaders in the detection of financial crime and in easing the
burden of compliance for financial institutions. FICO provides the most widely used
anti-financial crime software in the world, and Equifax delivers a comprehensive
source of customer data and compliance business process outsourcing for alert
and case management.

With AML Connect, you will benefit from:

The
World’s most widely used AML and KYC solution for
financial crime detection
Centralized alert workflow and case management tool to
increase automation and improve efficiency
Unrivalled data assets to make detection more accurate
On- and near-shore expert analyst support options to
handle labor-intensive alerts (level 1/2)
Fast AWS cloud implementation via standard APIs
Economies of scale designed to meet your business needs
AML Connect is available in a range of packages that incorporate
the level of support that best meets the needs of your organization.
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Comply with applicable global standards

Compliance with you in mind

Many organizations have to rely on expensive consultancy
firms, or struggle to deliver compliance in-house, often with
limited qualified resources or the right tools.

Compliance efforts start with knowing your customer.
Establishing customer identity and understanding their
expected behavior forms a baseline which helps you
to determine when a financial crime may be occurring.
However, delays in customer onboarding reduce customer
satisfaction and increase abandoned applications. We help
businesses to minimize customer disruption with:

Together Equifax and FICO put the right people, processes
and technology at your fingertips. We are working together
to deliver a comprehensive service that supports the:
C
 ustomer journey, from real-time KYC checks to
continuous customer records monitoring for changes
in the customer portfolio

S
 treamlined KYC processes supported by high-quality
data from Equifax for better results and advanced
analytics enable you to make informed decisions, quickly

Investigative process from alert and case management,
to preparation of suspicious activity reports, ready for
you to submit

Configurable multi sourced data, such as Global
Sanctions, Adverse Media, Enforcements & Criminal,
Data Leaks, High-Risk Business Registrations,
Marijuana Businesses, Denied Parties, PEPs & RCA,
and the ability to incorporate Customer Hot Lists

Know your customer screening and enhanced due
diligence checks
Comprehensive audit trail for alert and case handling
for internal and regulatory scrutiny
Rule and scenario based transaction monitoring based
on best practices for your line of business
Management of false positives allows your compliance
staff to focus attention where it is most needed

Alert and case management help you to prioritize and
streamline the investigative process so that disrupted
applications and transactions for legitimate customers
are put back on track as quickly as possible
Dynamic customer segmentation helps you understand
customer behavior and when it differs from the norm
Management of false positives allows your compliance
staff to focus attention where it is most needed

Next-Generation Compliance Management Roadmap

End-to-end compliance offering that will expand for our customers in the following stages:
Stage I

Stage II

Enhanced Customer Due Diligence
& Know Your Customer

Transaction Monitoring to Fight Money
Laundering & Terrorism Financing

Artificial Intelligence & Advanced Analytics
Regulatory compliance at a lower total cost of ownership
Implementing, maintaining and adapting compliance solutions is a time-consuming and costly overhead for your organization.
Our comprehensive solution is maintained and managed via this platform. As a cloud based, compliance as a service offering,
AML Connect is up and running almost instantly, comprehensive functionality is available out of the box. Configuration to your
needs is easy to deliver without lengthy consultancy engagements, or long-term IT resource requirements. Pre-configured data
— designed to deliver reliable compliance decisions — is integrated, while expert support services can manage alerts and cases.
Delivering FICO’s best in class compliance solutions, together with comprehensive Equifax customer data gives you
enterprise level functionality for businesses of all sizes.

For More Information | www.datadecisionscloud.com
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